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NO CODE + NATURAL LANGUAGE
FOR A

COLLABORATIVE

INFORMATION SYSTEM
To ALIGN interactions between connected
equipments, applications, and users, Agora
chooses the NATURAL LANGUAGE:
• It allows to naturally complete requests ("what
is the temperature?" and commands ("start
the sprinkler system"): the interoperability is
done at the semantic level;
• Its flexible syntax allows similar intentions in
various ways : users can communicate as they
are used to, and devices and applications are
independent of each other while being able to
interoperate together;
• Intuitive and perennial, it allows projects to
profit from technological advances all while
preserving its current architecture;
• It allows for direct interactions with the users
straight from their daily tools.

To ANIMATE the interactions between
connected equipments, applications,
and users, Agora chooses the NO-CODE
approach:
• Simple, it allows business expert
(who are not software developers) to
define and maintain their automated
workflows;
• Intuitive, it is mastered quickly avoiding
long training sessions;
• Automatic workflows all while
supporting multiple applications.
The alliance [no-code + natural language]
enables Information System alignment
to the fast evolving requirement of the
business.
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CONTINUOUS ALIGNMENT
WITH THE NEEDS OF OPERATIONAL TEAMS

Everyday at 4 a.m

Industry
experts

If an event is scheduled in the
calendar
And the weather forecast is less
than or equal to 10°C

Define and maintain their
workflows in no-code

Then turn on the heating at 19°C

Interact in
natural language
(notifications, requests)

Operational
teams

Applications
Démarre l’arrosage

Connected devices

Web services
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BUILDINGS:

ENERGY
TRANSITION
Ecological awareness and expenditure
control are the driving forces behind the
energy transition of buildings.

Elements to collaborate:

In Europe, the tertiary buildings sector
(offices, educational and health
establishments, sports and cultural
facilities, etc.) represents an average
of 17% of total energy consumption,
behind transport (32%), residential (29%)
and, industry (19%). In France alone,
out of a total of 10 billion square feet,
30% are under the responsibility of the
cities (school, public libraries, museums,
stadiums, etc.).

• Connected energy meters;

On some countries, the law has defined
a severe objective of reducing energy
consumption: -40% in 2030, then -50%
in 2040 and, -60% in 2050, which is very
ambitious in view of the diversity of the
real estate heritage. The main areas
for improvement relate to the following
points:

• Security teams (guard, fire brigade, police,
etc.);

• The building envelope (insulation,
carpentry, solar protection, etc.);
• The installation of high-performance
equipment (heating, hot water,
lighting, etc.);
• Optimization of operations (monitoring
and active management of
equipment, etc.);

• Physical data sensors: temperature,
humidity, CO2, smoke, etc;
• Intrusion, presence detectors, etc;
• Heating and air conditioning systems;
• Ventilation systems;
• Timetable for the use of the premises
(public holidays, opening hours, etc.);

• Management, support and maintenance
teams.

Other examples in buildings:
• Accesses monitoring and command,
security devices, etc;
• Interactions with occupants and visitors
(public, customers, residents, etc.);
• Measurement of indoor pollution and
communication to the public.

• Sparing use of energy (automatic
switching off of lighting, optimizing
HVAC usage, etc.).
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REDUCE THE

ENERGY

CONSUMPTION OF BUILDINGS
In the continuity of the decree of July
23, 2019 on the obligations of actions
to reduce final energy consumption in
buildings for tertiary use, known as the
"tertiary decree",
the official gazette published on July 20,
2020 a new decree on the automation
and control system of non-residential
buildings and automatic heat control,
better known as "BACS decree" for
Building automation & control systems.

• Interoperate with the various technical
systems of the building (on this point,
the decree remains very vague,
probably rightly so);
• Enable manual shutdown and
autonomous management of the
technical systems for which it is
responsible.

This decree makes it mandatory to
equip tertiary buildings with automation
and control systems by January 1, 2025,
whose objective is to contribute to the
achievement of the energy efficiency
objectives set by the tertiary decree.
Specifically, the BACS Order defines four
functions:
• Measure and control : Record and
analyze hourly energy consumption
data for technical systems and adjust
their settings accordingly. Keep data
on a monthly basis for five years;
• To inform about the situation of the
building in relation to reference values;
to detect efficiency losses and to
inform the building operator about
the possibilities to improve the energy
efficiency;
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THE CITY: A REAL ESTATE
HERITAGE CHARACTERIZED BY

ITS DIVERSITY

Whatever its size, the city has a tertiary real
estate portfolio that is characterized by :
• The large number of public buildings under
its responsibility (more or less one building
per 500 inhabitants);
• The diversity of building destinations:
administrative, cultural, sports, educational,
associative, religious, health, cemetery...
• An age and very diverse levels of
equipment, the city's heritage having been
built up over very long periods.
The implementation of the tertiary and BACS
decrees is therefore a particularly arduous
task: the combination of budgetary, time and
technical constraints constitute a difficult
skein to untangle for municipal services.
To this must be added the accompaniment
of change: the agents, who are already very
busy, are essential in achieving the objectives
of reducing energy consumption, in which
they must be central players.

Indoor temperature

Example of an insufficiently set up heater:
The graph below compares the indoor
temperature (orange curve) and the outdoor
temperature (blue curve) in a room open to
the public, during a whole week. It shows
that the heating regulation is functional (day/
night cycle), but presents two defects which
could be easily solved:
• the setpoint is too high (the temperature
rises to 24°C)
• and no account is taken of weekends (grey
area) when this room is not used.
A simplified evaluation shows that the
potential savings that could be obtained
by optimizing the heating control settings
(setpoint, schedule, outdoor temperature) are
at least 30% over the period, and probably
much more (depending on the degree of
insulation of the room).

Outdoor temperature
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A SPECIFIC

ANALYSIS GRID

The departments in charge of controlling
the city's infrastructure therefore have very
different constraints from those of their
counterparts in charge of office buildings or
shopping centers (also affected by the tertiary
and BACS decrees), and are faced with
several options:
• Individual or global approach: should a
solution be implemented for each building
one by one, or rather a solution capable
of taking into account almost the entire
building stock?
• Specialized or multipurpose approach:
should we choose a specific solution, which
is certainly advanced but whose functional
scope will be limited to the functions of the
BACS decree, or should we take advantage
of the opportunity to deploy an open
solution that will make it possible to solve
other problems within the city's services
(management of water, air quality, multiple
schedules, interactions between agents,
etc.)?

Individual or global?
The choice seems relatively straightforward:
the large number of buildings to be
addressed makes a building-by-building
approach almost inoperative.
The calendar, budgetary and, above all,
operational constraints will be much too
strong for surgical approaches to have any
chance of success.
We need a solution capable of managing, if
not all the buildings, at least a large part of
them.
Spécialized ou multipurpose?
The answer to this question is more difficult
than the previous one.
Indeed, a solution specialized in building
control, BACS compatible, may seem an
obvious way to benefit from the business
skills of its supplier or integrator.
On the other hand, it will constrain the use to
the framework provided by its editor.
In addition, city departments run the risk
of having to multiply the number of tools:
management of energy, water, air, lighting,
mobility, parking, green spaces, signage,
access control, etc., which is neither simple
nor economical.
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AND IF H.I.

WAS IN THE GAME?
The implementation of digital technologies is the typical answer to every new problem
(the BACS decree is a perfect example). But why not trust what is the ultimate in biological
technology:
Human intelligence, coupled with an ounce of common sense?
For example, to better control a rather old building whose heating system is not connected,
wouldn't it be enough to set up a dynamic notification system whose content will indicate in
a simple way the actions to be performed?
The manager of a gym will receive clear messages (on the medium of his choice: sms, MS
Teams, Slack, Facebook...) telling him regularly how to adjust the heating and ventilation,
according to the schedule of use of this equipment and external information such as weather
forecast and outside temperature.
Simple, right?
Finally, the constraint of the BACS decree could be an opportunity to be seized by every city,
small, medium and large:
• To reduce your bills;
• To reduce its environmental impact;
• To simplify and enhance the daily life of its agents.

Good evening. It is Friday evening
and the temperatures are
announced mild for this weekend.
Set the boiler on 16°C / level 3.
Please confirm the set point.

Roger. I confirm the setting at
16°C.

Perfect. Thank you and have a good
weekend.
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TOGETHER

WE GO FURTHER !

Organizations (companies, cities, etc.) get many benefits from simple and intuitive
collaboration between connected objects and machines, applications, web services,
and users. Agora Software combines [natural language + no-code mode] to offer its
users many advantages.

Maximize the impact of digital
projects
Collaboration between new
constituents and those already
in place avoids silos and allows
the pooling of resources.

Facilitate user adoption
Users can participate in their
everyday language, in using
their existing communication
tools.

Obtain complete traceability
The log of transactions in
natural language (verbatim)
gives a direct, easy-to-access
image of the uses within the
project.

Accelerate and minimize the
risks of digital projects
Reusing existing infrastructure
offers an incremental
approach that limits
technical risks and simplifies
implementation.

Simplify the definition of
business workflows

Reduce the total cost of
ownership (TCO)

Automated processes are
defined and maintained by the
professional expert teams they
serve and who are the true
specialists.

Decoupling between system
components minimizes direct
costs (capex and opex)
as well as indirect costs
(early dismantling, change
management, etc.).
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